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I. Call to Order 
Call to order at 8:27 pm 

II. Roll Call 
 

1) Mary Gruel: Present  
2) Charlie Turchan: Present 
3) Daniel Schindler: Present 
4) Josh Graybow: Present 
5) Courtney Raatz: Present 
6) Emire Sewell: Present

 
III. Reports 

1) Mary Gruel: Updated forms and having issues with operations grant form. Also met with 
student involvement- open to working with SAC, specifically about changing culture 
2) Charlie Turchan: Nothing to report 
3) Daniel Schindler: Nothing to report 
4) Josh Graybow: passed legislature to help improve alternate funding sources: will talk with Mary 
5) Courtney Raatz: Nothing to report 
6) Emire Sewell: Nothing to report 
7)            Quincy Kissack: met with student involvement 
 
 

IV. Open Forum 
 
Alyssa Molinski: Concern with adjusting caps for the immediate funding period. Doesn’t want SAC to 
“feel sorry for anything”. Has concerns with adjusting caps: Sac doesn’t have data from adjusting caps- 
laid out in spreadsheet, hard to understand. Have more time to meet with financial advisors (Becky). 
Look at data. Take look at what will be best long-term. 
 
Turchan: Becky will be leaving within weeks 
Kissack: Yes, is in contact with Becky. New business manager will be hired by the end of the year. 
 
Gruel: Data we have:  excel spread from WISDM. Could not get data before this meeting. Currently 
“non-digestible”; therefore, cannot make any number-based decisions at this time. 
 
Josh Rivers: Speaking as Outreach exec: the committee’s commitment to the process is clear. Do not 
have to prove have to Would like to work with SAC to do outreach form. Now talking as Josh rivers grad 
Student: concerned about adjusting caps. There are Travel grants are only way for grad students to 
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attend academic conferences. A factor of our R1 Status is the presence of UWM Students at academic 
conferences.  
Graybow: there is discussion on this point. Thank you. 
Charlie: why is SAC the only way that student can attend conferences 
 
Not speaking as a part of student association. rather pay administration salary versus student success. 
Wage bloat at top of NO WAY in connection Many deans in graduate school. Departments do not have 
funding. Small amount of money for graduate students and PhD for conferences, but not sufficient 
amounts. 
 
Emma Horjus: Works in Math department and has seen that some students can find funding through 
department  
 
Rivers: Few opportunities for scholarships. Speaks only for Anthro, LGBT, and soc. Funding for different 
departments may differ greatly.  
 
Chrystal McCaine: Wants to advocate on behalf of the collaboration grant. Has worked with students 
with these grants and believes they are very beneficial to campus and campus culture. 
 
Gruel: Clarification: Collaborative grant is the large event grant 
 
Schindler: What position are you in student involvement? 
 
McCaine: Coordinator for large events and campus traditions. Also runs bowling alley.  
 

V. Approval of Agenda 
a. Motion by to approve the Agenda by  Schindler. Second by Graybow. Motion to 

approve agenda passes unanimously. 
 

VI. Approval of the Previous Meeting Minutes 
Motion to approve previous minutes by Charlie. Second by Graybow. Motion 
passes. 
 

VII. Special Orders 
N/A 

VIII. Old Business 
 

a. SAC Cap Considerations 
 
Discussion on whether we want to change funding caps for this funding period. 
Sewell: Maybe think about caps for next   
Raatz: Use a long-term approach and make caps that will be sustainable, and avoid 
quick decision making and potential editing 
Graybow: “strongly strongly strongly disagree”. May potentially be breaking 
bylaws. Not making “nitty gritty decisions” now but looking at broader cuts.  Thinks 
that organizations are going to suffer and making caps now could alleviate that.  
 
Motion to end discussion at 9:10 and limit of 2 minutes for person for discussion by 
Schindler. Second by Graybow. Motion Passes. 
 
Turchan: When looking at caps, more important to look at requested amounts. 
Always told not to limit self to caps but request more. Amount that is preliminarily 
approved is most important. Has excel spread of how much. Doesn’t know whether 
we should make decisions now, but as to question on whether  
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Schindler: Still on fence. Sees value in both arguments. 
Gruel: Alyssa sentiments concern with how this will look to RSOs. Having last 
minute meeting. Looks rushed on record because it is the night before trainings 
start. Further, late at night, may look a bit off from an outside perspective. May look 
too quickened. 
Graybow: If we discuss these, we may be able to fix big issues. Since we are here we 
can discuss caps. At minimum, wants cuts to be less than 25%.  
Emire: We can be here and have discussion, we just shouldn’t finalize caps. We are 
working towards ways that will be best for future. 
 
Motion to approve adjusting caps for this funding round by Schindler. Second By 
Graybow.  
Graybow: Aye. Turchin, Sewell, Raatz: Nay. Schindler: Abstention. Motion fails. 
 
 
Gruel: Bylaws currently state that emergency grants funded at no more than 
$700.00. We currently fund at $1,500.00. Look at caps easy to lower…  Including 
large event grants 
Asks Chrystal from public about her opinion. 
 
Chrystal: Rather than lowering amounts, lower the number of grants. Internal issue 
in student involvement, new staff and large events weren’t all unanimously 
approved. 
Schindler: how many would like to approve? 
Chrystal: Ideally three or four large event grants sponsored by Student 
Involvement 
Gruel: Have some internal stipulations on large event grants too, such as maximum 
number or requirements needed for application  
Chrystal: thinks that having more criteria would be great. Should be collaborative, 
enriched experiences, versus organizations simply wanting more funding.  State in 
training that the signed paper does not guarantee that the RSO will get the funds, 
simply, that if the RSO does get funding, Student involvement will co-sponsor. 
Schindler: Worth the time to look into ways to cap or create regulations for Large 
event grants. Asks Charlie to describe excel table with monetary request 
information.  
 
Turchan reviews Excel Sheet.  
 
Gruel: Good to know that 43.8% of funds are travel. What is way to most effectively 
work on caps. 
Schindler: Work grant by grant  
Graybow: Proposes that more organizations co-host. 
Kissack.: a collaborative event grant would currently violate bylaws 
Gruel: If RSOs would collaborate on an event grant, they cannot both request 
money for the same event. 
Graybow: Thinks that large event grants should be important focus. Maybe allow 
for food.  
 
Gruel: Will start discussion on Travel. We currently do not have an overall travel 
cap. Briefs through committee member email suggestion submissions. 
 
Unanimous decision to limit funding to three nights instead of five.  
 
Schindler: University is in the State of Wisconsin, makes sense to keep state rate as 
the standard. 
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Graybow: Listened to Rivers and importance of travel to students and R1 status. 
Thinks hotels should not be focus, rather focus on flights.  
Gruel: state rate for two rooms for five nights is same rate as flight caps 
Turchan: General concerns, rather than making specific caps, make total caps that 
RSOs cannot pass. 29 RSOs were over 8,000.00 some by quite large margins.  
Raatz: Thinks that total RSO cap would be the most effective way to limit over 
allocating funds 
Turchan: Would give RSOs more choice. Those with smaller grants were most 
negatively affected. 
Gruel: Still thinks there should still be a travel grant cap. Maybe make smaller caps 
more flexible. 
Gruel: Committee can cut grants at digression 
Raatz: Likes idea of having overall travel cap and having less strict considerations 
on smaller caps such as registration. 
Schindler: Overall cap is a good idea. Still thinks that small caps are necessary. 
Think of caps as a culture change.  
Kissack: have the power to change the entire SAC grant process. Could say that the 
RSO needs to submit budget. SAC is not confined to the current system. 
Graybow: Allow parking, cars, gas, and tolls. Consider minimum amount of 
distance for flights. Flights considerably more expensive. 
Schindler: Would like to see part of the hearing process prove that we are not the 
only funding source. 
Sewel: Would not be bad to enforce rule that if going somewhere in the Midwest 
must drive.  
Gruel: may need to raise ground travel  
Turchan: Like idea about promoting ground travel. Concern that those renting cars 
must be certain age: may be discriminating against RSOs with younger members. 
Incentivize ground travel by allowing them to have larger vehicle that seats more 
people. 
Kissack: Check with risk management. Not familiar with policy. 
 
Gruel: End discussion due to time.  
 
b. SAC  Policies and Procedures Introductions.  
 
Gruel: Look at excused absences for grant trainings and hearings. Asks Graybow to 
send out “Act of God” legislation he is working on. 
 
Have a lot of room to cut grants after preliminary approvals.  

 
Motion to table SAC Bylaw considerations and downward on agenda by Schindler. Second by Emire. 
Motion Passes.  
 

 
 

IX. Questions and Concerns  
n/a 
 

X. Adjournment 
Motion to adjourn by Turchan . Second by Schindler. Motion passes unanimously. 
 

Meeting adjourned at 10:02 pm
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